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Abstract

The On-axis Coupled Structure (OCS) has been optimized for
applications in proton linacs with moderate heat loading to the
accelerating structure. Without interior cooling of the cells the
total length of the coupling cell together with webs between cells
may be done relatively small. This case the coupling constant
for OCS also may be strongly increased. With the numerical 3D
optimization of coupling slot dimensions, shape and position it
was shown, that coupling constant may be increased up to (15–
17)% with tolerable (5–8)% reduction (due to coupling slots)
in shunt impedance. For low energy region (≤ 100 MeV) the
shunt impedance and accelerating gradient of the OCS may be
improved with introduction of additional intermediate drift tube
(OCSDTL option), keeping coupling constant up to 10%. The
ideas, restrictions and results of the structure optimization are
presented. The optimized OCS version has the shunt impedance
not less than another Coupled Cells (CC) structures and com-
bines it with increased value of the coupling constant and the
simple design.

Introduction

After the Side-Coupled Structure (SCS), the OCS with magnetic
coupling (due to coupling slots in the webs between cells) is now
at second place in the usage in particle accelerators. This struc-
ture was applied for linac in the Advanced Free-Electron Laser
Initiative at Los Alamos with high gradients (to 22 MeV/m),
high peak-power klystron (20 MW) and up to 50-ms long macro
pulses [1]. For cw operation with heavy heat loading this struc-
ture is used in Mainz [2] and INP MSU [3] race-track microtrons.
The structure also was investigated in details, both theoretically
and experimentally [4], for the set of small electron linacs for
industrial applications.

The benefit OSC features are very simple design and small
transverse dimensions. The optimization of the OCS for applica-
tions in proton linacs has been performed, providing good results
in the structure parameters.

Structure Optimization

The electron linacs, for which OCS was considered before, usu-
ally operate in S-band, with operating wavelength λ ≈ 10 cm.
The requirements of mechanical strength and heat conductiv-
ity from the central region to outer one (to cooling channels)
lead to relatively thick web, limiting the coupling constant kc
to 3% ÷ 5%. Total distance 2t + 2lc, where 2lc is the cou-
pling cell length, t - web thickness, takes essential part of the

structure period, leading to smaller, (in comparison with another
CC structures) value of the effective shunt impedance Ze.

The theoretical background for the structure optimization in
details is presented in [5], below application to OSC is shortly
described. In our optimization of the OCS for proton linacs, with
operating wavelength λ ≈ (25÷40)cm, we do not do direct scal-
ing of the cells dimensions from “electron OCS” version. First of
all, decision has been done to have no cooling channels in webs
of “proton OCS”. This case we can restrict the web thickness
with the value 3 ÷ 4 mm, limiting only with mechanical con-
strains. The length 2lc also should be as small as possible, but
one have to take into account two restrictions.

First one is the detuning of coupling cells. It is known well,
coupling slots reduce own frequencies both accelerating and cou-
pling cells. One can show that detuning value δf ∼ 1/lc. Re-
duction in the frequency must be compensated by reduction of
the cell radius Rc, and for small values lcRc becomes less than
radius rs for optimal position of coupling slots.

Second restriction relates with sparking in coupling cells.
Sparking in the structure may take place both in accelerating and
in coupling cells [5]. In steady-state regime coupling cells do ex-
cite with very low level to provide rf power flux along the struc-
ture for compensations of rf losses. Strong excitations of cou-
pling cells takes place during transient, in the initial time period
τf :

τf = 2L/vg, vg =
cπkcβp

4
, τf =

2N
πkcf0

, (1)

whereL andN are the length and number of the structure periods
from the rf input point to the end, vg - the group velocity, c - speed
of light, f0 - operating frequency andβp - relative velocity of pro-
tons. During this time period, maximum electric field at the sur-
face of coupling cellEscmax may be high enough [5], leading to
sparking in coupling cells [6]. Escmax depends on shape, dimen-
sions of coupling cell and another parameters of the accelerat-
ing structure. Comparing accelerating structures of existing pro-
ton accelerators, we have founded, that SCS structure at FNAL
Linac Upgrade [6] operates with maximum valueEscmax during
transient, according (2). Referring to FNAL Linac Upgrade suc-
cessful operation, we have limited Escmax for OCS with FNAL
SCS Escmax value.

In the OCS structure Esc is large at two points - at the lower
edge of the coupling slot and near bore hole. To decreaseEscmax
value, coupling slots and coupling cell bore hole must be rounded
with radius not less than t/2.0. Taking into account reasons
above we have chosen 2lc ∼ 6÷ 8 mm.



            

The shape and dimensions of the accelerating cells for OCS
were optimized for DESY Linac 3 Upgrade proposal [7] in 2D
approximation, by using set of 2D codes [8]. For the same beam
hole radius a = 15 mm, operating frequency andEsamax/Ek =
1.35, 2D calculated effective shunt impedanceZe for OCS is less
than 2D Ze for FNAL SCS at 9% for βp = 0.4 and at 6% for
βp = 0.7. The total thickness 2t+ 2lc = 13 mm remains larger
than web thickness 7.5 mm in SCS FNAL design.

Coupling Slots

The coupling slots investigation, optimization and choice was
performed using MAFIA code.

There are two coupling slots at each web between accelerating
and coupling cells. Mutual orientation of coupling slots is impor-
tant for kc value. To increase kc by canceling mutual influence,
slots position is rotated at 90◦ in webs of coupling cell. The dif-
ference between kc values for rotated and slot-to-slot orientation
in short coupling cell is more than 2.5 times. Orientation of cou-
pling slots at opposite webs of accelerating cells practically do
not influences for kc. Only frequency of coupling cell changes
approximately at 5%, because field of coupling cell significantly
penetrates into accelerating one. The mutual orientation of cou-
pling slots in accelerating cell strongly defines quadrupole dis-
tortions in the accelerating field distribution. To reduce this dis-
tortion, we accept slot-to-slot orientation for accelerating cells.

The radial position of slots is chosen near the half of the ac-
celerating cell radius.

It is known, that rise of kc by slot length increasing all time
assists with reduction in Ze. The coupling slots provide pertur-
bation for rf current distribution in accelerating cell. The maxi-
mum value of rf current density jmax takes place at the ends of
slots, the minimum one jmin - in the middle of the slot. To pro-
vide the high kc value with small reduction in Ze the coupling
slots are chosen wide enough. Total set of decisions in the struc-
ture optimization leads to the tolerable reduction of Ze even for
significant values of kc (Fig. 2).

Figure 1: The cells of the On-axis Coupled Structure.

As the result of the OCS optimization we have the option with
kc ≈ 15% and Ze reduction due to coupling slots ≈ 5% for
βp = 0.45 and ≈ 7% for βp = 0.7. Because the distance 2t +
2lc is fixed, with the same slots opening kc decreases for higher

βp. To compensate this decreasing one need increase opening,
providing larger reduction in inZe. Maximum values of kc were
founded in this research ≈ 19% for βp = 0.45 and ≈ 16% for
βp = 0.7.

Comparing calculated 3D Ze values for proposed OCS and
FNAL SCS, one will have practically the same numbers (differ-
ing in units of %) but with kc ≈ 15% for OCS.

In this OCS proposal coupling cells are heavy loaded with cou-
pling slots (see Fig. 1), but accelerating cells are not. The prob-
lem of high coupling is solved by coupling cells, without large
perturbations in accelerating ones.

Cooling Capability

The temperature distribution in the OCS (f0 = 810 MHz) with
one cooling channel per period (see Fig. 1) is shown at Fig. 3.
(Special procedure has been developed to calculate temperature
distribution due to rf losses with MAFIA code.) For the heat
loading 1.5kWt

m maximum temperature difference (between drift
tube nose and cooling channel) is 3.4 ◦C. This value of the heat
loading is comparable with that one for existing “meson facil-
ity” linacs and do not provide difficulties for existing frequency
control systems. Maximum of the temperature gradient and as-
sociated thermal stresses take place at radius of slots position and
with wide slots are not dangerous for stable longtime operation.

Figure 2: The kc value and reduction inZe in dependence on coupling
slot opening, βp = 0.5.

Figure 3: The temperature distribution in OCS for heat loading
1.5 kWt

m
, βp = 0.5. Regions with high temperature are marked with

lighter shadowing.



        

Vacuum Conductivity

The vacuum conductivity may be strongly improved by addi-
tional radial slots in webs (Fig. 4). Two of these radial slots
cross coupling slots in the middle, two another are placed be-
tween coupling slots. So, four additional radial slot in each web
provide four channels through the structure from one end to an-
other. With small angle opening (not more than 15◦), radial slots
are not resonant elements and do not interferer significantly the
field distribution in accelerating cells. To keep Escmax limited,
the cross of the radial slot with lower edge of the coupling one
should be rounded.

Figure 4: The OCS cell with additional radial slots.

OCSDTL Option

It is known well that efficiency of all CC structures decreases
with decreasing βp. Very powerful solution was proposed [9]
and tested with the SCS to avoid this disadvantage and to com-
bine the efficiency of the Drift Tube structure with stability prop-
erties of CC structures by introducing Intermediate Drift Tubes
(IDT). The length of the period d′ this case is d′ = (2n+1)βp/2,
where n is the number of IDT. This solution can be applied to
OCS (Fig. 5). Because d′ becomes large, coupling cell together
with webs take a small relative part and do not lead to signifi-
cant reduction of 2D Ze. All improvements and problems, re-
lated with IDT, are the same as for SCS, except one.

For all CC structures introduction of IDT leads to redistri-
bution of magnetic field for accelerating mode. Maximum of
the magnetic field take place near IDT. Together with increas-
ing of the accelerating cells volume, it leads to decreasing of
the kc value. In OCSDTL version we can, by increasing of the
slots opening to 79◦ ÷ 81◦, keep coupling constant at 10% for
βp = 0.35 value with the same 5% reduction in Ze. Because in
estimations [5] of coupling cells excitation τf andEscmax should
be transformed for CCDTL into τ ′f = (2n + 1)τf , E′scmax =
(2n + 1)Escmax, the OCSDTL option looks to be more strong
against possible sparking in coupling cells.

Figure 5: The OCSDTL cells.

Conclusion

The optimization of coupling cells and coupling slots leads to
attractive characteristics of the OCS for application in proton
linacs. Combining the simple design, improved coupling con-
stant and high shunt impedance, the structure can, after high
power test, provide strong competition to another candidates for
application in proton linacs with moderate heat loading.
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